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Abstract
Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is the most common chronic visceral pain disorder. The pathophysiology of IBS is incompletely
understood; however, evidence strongly suggests dysregulation of the brain–gut axis. The aim of this study was to apply multivariate
pattern analysis to identify an IBS-related morphometric brain signature that could serve as a central biological marker and provide
new mechanistic insights into the pathophysiology of IBS. Parcellation of 165 cortical and subcortical regions was performed using
FreeSurfer and the Destrieux and Harvard-Oxford atlases. Volume, mean curvature, surface area, and cortical thickness were
calculated for each region. Sparse partial least squares discriminant analysis was applied to develop a diagnostic model using
a training set of 160 females (80 healthy controls and 80 patients with IBS). Predictive accuracy was assessed in an age-matched
holdout test set of 52 females (26 healthy controls and 26 patients with IBS). A 2-component classification algorithm comprising the
morphometry of (1) primary somatosensory and motor regions and (2) multimodal network regions explained 36% of the variance.
Overall predictive accuracy of the classification algorithm was 70%. Small effect size associations were observed between the
somatosensory and motor signature and nongastrointestinal somatic symptoms. The findings demonstrate that the predictive
accuracy of a classification algorithmbased solely on regional brainmorphometry is not sufficient, but they do provide support for the
utility of multivariate pattern analysis for identifying meaningful neurobiological markers in IBS.
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1. Introduction

Multivariate pattern analyses (MVPAs) use supervised and
unsupervised machine learning algorithms and projection tech-
niques to identify, model, and/or predict spatial and temporal
patterns in neuroimaging data that discriminate between
cognitive tasks or groups.5 Multivariate pattern analysis has been
applied to describe and predict acute pain state and perception
based on functional brain data.57 In addition, MVPA based on

functional and structural neuroimaging data has been applied to
discriminate healthy controls (HCs) from persons with chronic

pain including chronic low back pain,62 functional dyspepsia,47,55

and interstitial cystitis/bladder pain syndrome.3 These analyses

have provided important information regarding the possible brain

mechanisms underlying chronic pain states. Eventually, the

results from these analyses may translate into identification of

novel therapeutic targets and development of individualized pain

therapies based on brain signatures.57

The utility of classification algorithms are limited by the
method used for assessing accuracy of prediction.33,59

Because of the scarcity of large neuroimaging data sets and

the desire to train a classification model on the largest number

of subjects available, most neuroimaging researchers have

opted to use internal cross-validation procedures including

leave-one-out and m-fold cross-validation to determine pre-

dictive accuracy. However, testing the accuracy of an algorithm

on a holdout test sample or independent data not used to train

the classifier is considered to be the best approach for testing

the generalizability and performance of the classifier.5,33 This

external validation procedure tests the generalizability of the

predictive algorithm to the general population of interest that

may vary with respect to demographics, affective, and clinical

characteristics. Given the known heterogeneity among patients

with chronic pain diagnoses, external validation is extremely

important when making any inferences about the predictive

utility of a classification algorithm.
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Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), the most common chronic
abdominal pain syndrome, is thought to result from alterations in
brain–gut interactions, including alterations in central pain
modulation, and autonomic nervous system responses.49

Irritable bowel syndrome also has a high comorbidity with other
chronic pain and affective disorders.64 Multiple alterations in the
central nervous system as measured by structural and functional
brain imaging have been demonstrated in IBS compared with
HCs, and these alterations correlate with self-reported symptom
severity measures.17,22,24,28,36,60 In this study, we apply MVPA to
an objective biological marker, brain morphometry, to provide
newmechanistic insights into IBS. Our systems biology approach
uses large-scale brain multivariate imaging processing pipelines,
integrated visualization, and supervised learning and
classification algorithms. We aimed to test the hypothesis that
IBS is associated with a specific morphometric brain signature,
which could represent a central biological marker for the disease.
Such morphological brain alterations could be a predisposing
factor for IBS development or could reflect the long-standing
input of increased visceral afferent signals to the brain.
Furthermore, we examined whether the brain signatures derived
from a training data set could be used to accurately predict IBS in
a holdout test sample.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

The sample comprised a total of 216 female subjects (108 HCs
and 108 patients with IBS) enrolled in neuroimaging studies at
the Center for Neurobiology of Stress between 2007 and 2013.
The IBS subjects met Rome II or III symptom criteria for IBS.16 A
gastroenterologist or nurse practitioner obtained a medical
history and physical examination to confirm the IBS diagnosis.
Patients with IBS with any bowel habit were included. The Mini-
International Neuropsychiatric Interview was used to identify
past or current psychiatric illness.58 The average age for
IBS and HCs were similar, 30.0 years (6SD 9.2) and 28.1 years
(6SD 9.4), respectively. Average symptom duration in IBS
subjects was 10.6 (68.3) years. The IBS subjects reported an
average of overall symptoms in the past week of 9.9 (64.5) on
a 21-point numeric rating scale (05 no pain and 205 the most
intense symptoms imaginable). Usual symptom severity
reported by IBS subjects was 3.2 (6.61) as measured on an
ordinal scale, where 1 5 none, 2 5 mild, 3 5 moderate, 4 5
severe, and 5 5 very severe.

Exclusionary criteria for all subjects included the following: (1)
serious medical conditions or taking medications that could
compromise interpretation of the brain imaging; (2) ongoing
major psychiatric diagnoses or use of psychotropic medica-
tions in the past 6 months (subjects were not excluded for
lifetime incidence of psychiatric disorders or for intake of low-
dose tricyclic antidepressants for nonpsychiatric indications);
and (3) excessive physical exercise (eg, marathon runners). All
procedures complied with the principles of the Declaration of
Helsinki and were approved by the Institutional Review Board at
our institution.

Case–control matching based on agewas performed using the
fuzzy algorithm in SPSS v.22. This resulted in a balanced
matched sample of 108 HCs and 108 patients with IBS. To test
the generalizability of the predictive model, we used a holdout
procedure through a random 80/20 split on HC data (along with
their age-matched IBS subjects). This resulted in a training data
set (N 5 160) and a test set (N 5 56).

2.2. Questionnaires

The Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS)66 and the
Patient Health Questionnaire-15 (PHQ) were obtained before the
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).35 The PHQ was scored
without the 3 gastrointestinal symptom items because of their
overlap with IBS symptoms.35 These measures of somatic
symptoms and nonclinical levels of anxiety were used to assess
their association with the obtained classification results.

2.3. Structural magnetic resonance imaging

TheHCs and IBS female subjects were scanned on a 3.0T Siemens
Trio MRI after a sagittal scout was used to position the head.
Structural scans were obtained from 1 of 6 different acquisition
sequences using a high-resolution 3-dimensional T1-weighted,
sagittal magnetization–prepared rapid gradient echo protocol as
described in Supplemental Table 1 (available online as Supplemen-
tal Digital Content at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/A91). Acquisition
protocolswere includedonly if theywere usedwith both IBS andHC
subjects. A general linear model controlling for age indicated that
protocols 1 and 2were similar to each other but had lower total gray
matter volumes than did the remaining protocols (see Supplemental
Figure 1, for graph of parameter estimates and 95% confidence
intervals [available online at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/A90]). Based
on these results, we classified protocols into protocol A (1, 2) and
protocol B (3, 4, 6, and 7). A Fisher 2-sided exact test indicated that
the distribution of groups across the protocols was not significantly
different (protocol 1: 48HCs and 36 IBS; protocol 2: 60HCs and 72
IBS). Furthermore, there was no evidence that the distribution of the
protocols in the test and training samples for each group was
unbalanced (HCs, P 5 0.52; IBS, P 5 0.49).

2.3.1. Neuroimaging, segmentation, and parcellation

T1 image segmentation and regional parcellation were con-
ducted using FreeSurfer10,20,21 following the nomenclature de-
scribed in the Destrieux atlas and the Harvard-Oxford subcortical
atlas.12,14 For each cerebral hemisphere, a set of 74 cortical
structures were labeled in addition to 7 subcortical structures and
the cerebellum. Segmentation results from a sample subject are
shown in Figure 1. One additional midline structure (the brain
stem) was also included, for a complete set of 165 parcellations
for the entire brain. Table 1 contains a description of the regions
and their abbreviations. Four representative but distinct morpho-
logical measures were computed for each cortical parcellation:
gray matter volume, surface area, mean cortical thickness, and
mean curvature.

2.3.2. Sparse partial least squares for discriminant analysis

The aim of this analysis was to identify the brain markers that can
help predict patient status (IBS and HCs). To this end, sparse
partial least squares for discriminant analysis (sPLS-DA) was
applied to the training data set to identify potential brain
endophenotypes that discriminate IBS from HCs. The sPLS-DA
is a variant of well-known PLS algorithms that has been used to
analyse brain networks in IBS37,39 and in several other
domains.34,50 The sPLS-DA algorithm was selected based on
its ability to deal with a large number of predictors, small sample
size, and high collinearity among predictors.40 The sPLS-DA has
shown good classification performance in comparison with other
methods.40 Recently, sPLS has been successfully applied to link
multivariate neuroimaging and genetic data.44
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The sPLS-DA maximizes the sample covariance between the
brain measures and a group difference contrast using singular
value decomposition.41,43 This multivariate technique reduces
the dimensionality of the data by finding a set of orthogonal
components (also referred to as latent variables) comprising a set
of selected features. This is similar to performing a principal
components analysis but restricting the solution to explaining the
variance in a group difference contrast. Unlike other previous PLS
applications in neuroimaging, sPLS also performs automatic
feature selection5 on the variables comprising each component
by using lasso penalization.42,43 This is important because highly
dimensional data contain numerous irrelevant variables that
weaken discriminatory power. Ultimately, the algorithm selects
only a few of the most important variables that contribute to the
final solution (For a more a technical description of the method,
readers are encouraged to read Refs. 42,43).

Each variable selected for a component has an associated
loading, which is a measure of the importance of that variable in
the component for the discrimination into the 2 groups.43 In
addition, variable importance in projection (VIP) scores are
calculated to provide a more standardized measure that
represents the contribution of each feature relative to the variance
explained by all components.51 As a rule of thumb, predictors
with VIP coefficients greater than 1 are considered particularly
important for the classification.43

2.3.3. Development and optimization of the predictive model

First, the volume, cortical thickness, surface area, and mean
curvature of the 165 regions were entered as potential predictor
variables into the sPLS-DA. The number of components or brain
signatures to be identified was fixed at 2. The number of
components is often dictated by the number of groups, K, and the
formula K 2 1. However, we also tested the utility of including
a second component. We specified 50 variables to be selected for
each component or brain signature. See Ref. 43 for a complete
discussion regarding the theory associated with selecting the
optimum number of components and number of variables for each
component. Instead of performing a single sPLS analysis and
providing this solution as the finalmodel, we first performeda stability
analysis to tune the final number of components and thenumber and
type of variables comprising those components.

Stability analysis provides information on the reliability of the
selected variables comprising a component if a training set is
altered.40 Stability analysis is achieved through 10-fold cross-
validation repeated 100 times. This cross-validation procedure
divides the training data into 10-folds or subsamples of data (n5
16 test sets). A single subsample is set aside as test data, and the
remaining subsamples are used to train the sPLS-DAmodel. This
process is repeated 100 times to determine the stability of
variables selected for the first component. The stability of the
variables is assessed by calculating the frequency or probability of
a specific variable being selected across all cross-validation runs.
We applied a threshold of 90% stability for retaining variables for
the final sPLS-DA. Once the number of variables showing at least
90% stability is determined for the first component, the process is
repeated for the second component. Stability analysis results in
a very limited set of variables to be entered as predictor variables
in the final sPLS analysis used to develop the classification
algorithm. We refer to the components obtained in the final
solution as brain signatures that are able to differentiate the
particular groups. The brain signatures are summarized using
variable loadings on the individual dimensions or components
and VIP coefficients. We also use graphical displays to illustrate
loadings and discriminative abilities of the algorithms.40

The predictive ability of the final model was assessed on the
test set (N 5 52). We calculated binary classification measures:
sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative
predictive value. Sensitivity indexes the ability of the classification
algorithm to correctly identify individuals with IBS. Specificity
reflects the ability of the classification algorithm to correctly
identify HCs. Positive predictive value reflects the proportion of
sample showing the specific IBS brain signature from the
classification algorithm and actually having IBS (true positive).
However, negative predictive value is the probability that the test
result is negative, ie, the participant does not have the IBS-
specific brain signature and the participant does not have IBS
(true negative).

2.4. Statistical analyses

We applied the sPLS-DA to analyze volume, cortical thickness,
surface area, and mean curvature of the brain regions described
above. In addition to the morphological brain data, total gray

Figure 1. Axial (A) and coronal (B) views of regional parcellations based on the Destrieux and Harvard-Oxford subcortical atlases in a representative subject.
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Table 1

List of regions and abbreviations for Destrieux and Harvard-

Oxford atlas regions.

Abbreviation Full name

L_CeB L cerebellum

L_Tha L thalamus

L_CaN L caudate

L_Pu L putamen

L_Pal L pallidum

Bstem Brain stem

L_Hip L hippocampus

L_Amg L amygdala

L_Nacc L nucleus accumbens

R_CeB R cerebellum

R_Tha R thalamus

R_CaN R caudate

R_Pu R putamen

R_Pal R pallidum

R_Hip R hippocampus

R_Amg R amygdala

R_Nacc R nucleus accumbens

L_FMarG/S L fronto-marginal gyrus (of Wernicke) and sulcus

L_InfOcG/S L inferior occipital gyrus (O3) and sulcus

L_PaCL/S L paracentral lobule and sulcus

L_SbCG/S L subcentral gyrus (central operculum) and sulci

L_TrFPoG/S L transverse fronto-polar gyri and sulci

L_ACgG/S L anterior part of the cingulate gyrus and sulcus

(ACC)

L_MACgG/S L middle-anterior part of the cingulate gyrus and

sulcus (aMCC)

L_MPosCgG/S L middle-posterior part of the cingulate gyrus and

sulcus (pMCC)

L_PosDCgG L posterior-dorsal part of the cingulate gyrus (dPCC)

L_PosVCgG L posterior-ventral part of the cingulate gyrus

(vPCC, isthmus of the cingulate gyrus)

L_cun L cuneus

L_InfFGOpp L opercular part of the inferior frontal gyrus

L_InfFGOrp L orbital part of the inferior frontal gyrus

L_InfFGTrip L triangular part of the inferior frontal gyrus

L_MFG L middle frontal gyrus

L_SupFG L superior frontal gyrus

L_LoInG/CInS L long insular gyrus and central sulcus of the insula

L_ShoInG L short insular gyri

L_MOcG L middle occipital gyrus

L_SupOcG L superior occipital gyrus

L_FuG L lateral occipito-temporal gyrus (fusiform gyrus)

L_LinG L lingual gyrus, lingual part of the medial occipito-

temporal gyrus

L_PaHipG L parahippocampal gyrus, parahippocampal part of

the medial occipito-temporal gyrus

L_OrG L orbital gyri

L_AngG L angular gyrus

L_SuMarG L supramarginal gyrus

L_SupPL L superior parietal lobule

L_PosCG L postcentral gyrus

L_PRCG L precentral gyrus

L_PrCun L precuneus

L_RG L straight gyrus, gyrus rectus

L_SbCaG L subcallosal area, subcallosal gyrus

L_HG L anterior transverse temporal gyrus (of Heschl)

L_SupTGLp L lateral aspect of the superior temporal gyrus

L_PoPl L planum polare of the superior temporal gyrus

L_TPl L planum temporale or temporal plane of the

superior temporal gyrus

L_InfTG L inferior temporal gyrus

L_MTG L middle temporal gyrus

Table 1 (continued)

Abbreviation Full name

L_ALSHorp L horizontal ramus of the anterior segment of the

lateral sulcus (or fissure)

L_ALSVerp L vertical ramus of the anterior segment of the

lateral sulcus (or fissure)

L_PosLS L posterior ramus (or segment) of the lateral sulcus

(or fissure)

L_OcPo L occipital pole

L_Tpo L temporal pole

L_CcS L calcarine sulcus

L_CS L central sulcus (Rolando fissure)

L_CgSMarp L marginal branch (or part) of the cingulate sulcus

L_ACirIns L anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula

L_InfCirIns L inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula

L_SupCirInS L superior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula

L_ATrCoS L anterior transverse collateral sulcus

L_PosTrCoS L posterior transverse collateral sulcus

L_InfFS L inferior frontal sulcus

L_MFS L middle frontal sulcus

L_SupFS L superior frontal sulcus

L_JS L sulcus intermedius primus (of Jensen)

L_IntPS/TrPS L intraparietal sulcus (interparietal sulcus) and

transverse parietal sulci

L_MOcS/LuS L middle occipital sulcus and lunate sulcus

L_SupOcS/TrOcS L superior occipital sulcus and transverse occipital

sulcus

L_AOcS L anterior occipital sulcus and preoccipital notch

(temporo-occipital incisure)

L_LOcTS L lateral occipito-temporal sulcus

L_CoS/LinS L medial occipito-temporal sulcus (collateral sulcus)

and lingual sulcus

L_LORs L lateral orbital sulcus

L_MedOrS L medial orbital sulcus (olfactory sulcus)

L_OrS L orbital sulci (H-shaped sulci)

L_POcS L parieto-occipital sulcus (or fissure)

L_PerCaS L pericallosal sulcus (S of corpus callosum)

L_PosCS L postcentral sulcus

L_InfPrCS L inferior part of the precentral sulcus

L_SupPrCs L superior part of the precentral sulcus

L_SbOrS L suborbital sulcus (sulcus rostrales, supraorbital

sulcus)

L_SbPS L subparietal sulcus

L_InfTS L inferior temporal sulcus

L_SupTS L superior temporal sulcus (parallel sulcus)

L_TrTs L transverse temporal sulcus

R_FMarG/S R fronto-marginal gyrus (of Wernicke) and sulcus

R_InfOcG/S R inferior occipital gyrus (O3) and sulcus

R_PaCL/S R paracentral lobule and sulcus

R_SbCG/S R subcentral gyrus (central operculum) and sulci

R_TrFPoG/S R transverse fronto-polar gyri and sulci

R_ACgG/S R anterior part of the cingulate gyrus and sulcus

(ACC)

R_MACgG/S R middle-anterior part of the cingulate gyrus and

sulcus (aMCC)

R_MPosCgG/S R middle-posterior part of the cingulate gyrus and

sulcus (pMCC)

R_PosDCgG R posterior-dorsal part of the cingulate gyrus (dPCC)

R_PosVCgG R posterior-ventral part of the cingulate gyrus

(vPCC, isthmus of the cingulate gyrus)

R_cun R cuneus

R_InfFGOpp R opercular part of the inferior frontal gyrus

R_InfFGOrp R orbital part of the inferior frontal gyrus

R_InfFGTrip R triangular part of the inferior frontal gyrus

R_MFG R middle frontal gyrus

R_SupFG R superior frontal gyrus

(continued on next page)
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matter was included as a potential predictive variable. The sPLS-DA
was performed using the R package mixOmics (http://www.
R-project.org). We applied Pearson’s R to examine the association
between individual scores of patients with IBS on each brain
signature and patient’s self-report of usual symptom severity and
overall symptom severity in the past week. We also examined the
correlation between the brain signature scores and measures of
nongastrointestinal somatic symptoms and state anxiety in all
subjects. We applied the false discovery rate (FDR) to correct for
multiple correlational analyses for each brain signature.56We report
P values lower than 0.05 and their FDR-adjusted q values.

3. Results

3.1. Multivariate classification analyses

3.1.1. Morphometry-based classification

Weexaminedwhether the volume, cortical thickness, surface area,
and mean curvature of any of the 165 brain regions could be used
to discriminate HCs from IBS in the training data. Based on stability
analysis (see Supplemental Figure 2, available online as Supple-
mental Digital Content at http://links.lww.com/PAIN/A92), 21
variables were selected for the first component and 7 variables
were selected for the second. As can be seen in Figure 2, the final
model demonstrates the discriminative ability of the classifier by
depicting the individuals from the sample based on their scores on
the 2 brain signatures. Table 2 contains the list of selected
morphometric parameters for each brain signature comprising the

Table 1 (continued)

Abbreviation Full name

R_LoInG/CInS R long insular gyrus and central sulcus of the insula

R_ShoInG R short insular gyri

R_MOcG R middle occipital gyrus

R_SupOcG R superior occipital gyrus

R_FuG R lateral occipito-temporal gyrus (fusiform gyrus)

R_LinG R lingual gyrus, lingual part of the medial occipito-

temporal gyrus

R_PaHipG R parahippocampal gyrus, parahippocampal part of

the medial occipito-temporal gyrus

R_OrG R orbital gyri

R_AngG R angular gyrus

R_SuMarG R supramarginal gyrus

R_SupPL R superior parietal lobule

R_PosCG R postcentral gyrus

R_PRCG R precentral gyrus

R_PrCun R precuneus

R_RG R straight gyrus, gyrus rectus

R_SbCaG R subcallosal area, subcallosal gyrus

R_HG R anterior transverse temporal gyrus (of Heschl)

R_SupTGLp R lateral aspect of the superior temporal gyrus

R_PoPl R planum polare of the superior temporal gyrus

R_TPl R planum temporale or temporal plane of the

superior temporal gyrus

R_InfTG R inferior temporal gyrus

R_MTG R middle temporal gyrus

R_ALSHorp R horizontal ramus of the anterior segment of the

lateral sulcus (or fissure)

R_ALSVerp R vertical ramus of the anterior segment of the

lateral sulcus (or fissure)

R_PosLS R posterior ramus (or segment) of the lateral sulcus

(or fissure)

R_OcPo R occipital pole

R_Tpo R temporal pole

R_CcS R calcarine sulcus

R_CS R central sulcus (Rolando fissure)

R_CgSMarp R marginal branch (or part) of the cingulate sulcus

R_ACirInS R anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula

R_InfCirIns R inferior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula

R_SupCirInS R superior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula

R_ATrCoS R anterior transverse collateral sulcus

R_PosTrCoS R posterior transverse collateral sulcus

R_InfFS R inferior frontal sulcus

R_MFS R middle frontal sulcus

R_SupFS R superior frontal sulcus

R_JS R sulcus intermedius primus (of Jensen)

R_IntPS/TrPS R intraparietal sulcus (interparietal sulcus) and

transverse parietal sulci

R_MOcS/LuS R middle occipital sulcus and lunate sulcus

R_SupOcS/TrOcS R superior occipital sulcus and transverse occipital

sulcus

R_AOcS R anterior occipital sulcus and preoccipital notch

(temporo-occipital incisure)

R_LOcTS R lateral occipito-temporal sulcus

R_CoS/LinS R medial occipito-temporal sulcus (collateral

sulcus) and lingual sulcus

R_LORs R lateral orbital sulcus

R_MedOrS R medial orbital sulcus (olfactory sulcus)

R_OrS R orbital sulci (H-shaped sulci)

R_POcS R parieto-occipital sulcus (or fissure)

R_PerCaS R pericallosal sulcus (S of corpus callosum)

R_PosCS R postcentral sulcus

R_InfPrCS R inferior part of the precentral sulcus

R_SupPrCs R superior part of the precentral sulcus

Table 1 (continued)

Abbreviation Full name

R_SbOrS R suborbital sulcus (sulcus rostrales, supraorbital

sulcus)

R_SbPS R subparietal sulcus

R_InfTS R inferior temporal sulcus

R_SupTS R superior temporal sulcus (parallel sulcus)

R_TrTs R transverse temporal sulcus

C, cortical thickness; G, gyrus; L, leftl; MC, mean curvature; R, right; S, sulci; SA, surface area; V, volume.

Figure 2. Individual sample plot. Irritable bowel syndrome (red) and healthy
controls (blue) are represented as points placed according to their scores on
the 2 brain signatures derived from a sparse partial least squares discriminant
analysis. This plot suggests that group discrimination can be obtained with the
morphological classifier.
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discriminative algorithm along with variable loadings, VIP coef-
ficients, and the selected morphometric phenotype. Figures 3
and4 depict the regions of interest comprising the brain signatures
depicted on an inflated brain labeled with the Destrieux atlas.

The first brain signature explained 16% of the variability in
discriminating HCs and IBS. This brain signature comprised
morphometric alterations of several somatosensory and motor
regions (including precentral and postcentral gyri), interoceptive
integration regions (including anterior and mid insula, the middle-
posterior part of the cingulate gyrus and sulcus), and cognitive-
modulatory regions (including subregions of the frontal gyrus). Ten
of the 21 variables comprising the signature showed VIP
coefficients greater than 1, which suggests that these variables
are themost influential in the predictivemodel. Cortical thickness of
the left postcentral gyrus andmean curvature of the right precentral
gyrus explainedmost of the variance in thegroupdiscrimination. As
seen inTable 2, all loadings for variables on the first brain signature
were negative and associated with higher values in IBS.

The second brain signature explained 20% of the variance. This
second brain signature comprised fronto-insular regions (right

horizontal ramus of the anterior segment of the lateral sulcus), an
emotion modulation region (left subcallosal area [subgenual
cingulate]), a dorsal attentional region (left intraparietal sulcus and

transverse parietal sulci), as well as visual (left fusiform gyrus) and
auditory (right transverse temporal sulcus near the Heschl gyrus)
gyri. The signature also contained a primarymotor area (left superior
part of the precentral gyrus) and primary interoceptive cortex (left
posterior segment of the lateral sulcus posterior insula/inferior
parietal sulci), but the VIP coefficients for these 2 regions were quite
small indicating the least amount of influence on the discrimination
of groups. Negative loadings were associatedwith greater values in
HCs compared with IBS. All loadings were negative except for the
fusiform gyrus, which had a greater value in IBS.

3.1.2. Estimating predictive accuracy of brain signatures for
discriminating irritable bowel syndrome from healthy
controls in a test set

The classification algorithm developed in the training set was
used to predict cases from the test set (N 5 52) and calculate

Table 2

Multivariate structural brain signatures.

Brain signature 1 Brain signature 2 Brain signature 1 Brain signature 2

Region Metric Loading Loading VIP VIP

L paracentral lobule and sulcus MC 20.28 1.49 0.99

L postcentral gyrus CT 20.43 2.30 1.53

L postcentral gyrus V 20.28 1.47 0.98

L precentral gyrus V 20.26 1.35 0.90

R central sulcus (Rolando fissure) MC 20.26 1.36 0.91

R paracentral lobule and sulcus MC 20.22 1.17 0.78

R precentral gyrus MC 20.33 1.72 1.15

R superior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula (anterior/mid insula)

MC 20.19 1.01 0.67

L middle temporal gyrus V 20.21 1.13 0.75

L precentral gyrus MC 20.19 1.00 0.67

R superior part of the precentral sulcus MC 20.16 0.84 0.56

R superior frontal gyrus MC 20.15 0.79 0.53

R pericallosal sulcus (S of corpus callosum) MC 20.17 0.92 0.62

R anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula

MC 20.16 0.85 0.57

L subcentral gyrus (central operculum) and sulci CT 20.17 0.91 0.61

L middle-posterior part of the cingulate gyrus

and sulcus (pMCC)

MC 20.16 0.83 0.55

L anterior segment of the circular sulcus of the

insula

MC 20.14 0.72 0.48

L central sulcus (Rolando fissure) V 20.15 0.78 0.52

L suborbital sulcus (sulcus rostrales,

supraorbital sulcus)

MC 20.15 0.78 0.52

L pericallosal sulcus (S of corpus callosum) MC 20.13 0.71 0.47

L middle frontal gyrus MC 20.12 0.61 0.41

R inferior frontal/ anterior insula sulcus CT 20.27 0.00 1.07

L superior part of the precentral sulcus CT 20.16 0.00 0.62

L subcallosal area, subcallosal gyrus MC 20.30 0.00 1.18

R transverse temporal sulcus (primary auditory

area near Heschl gyrus)

MC 20.64 0.00 2.53

L lateral occipito-temporal sulcus (fusiform

gyrus)

SA 0.33 0.00 1.31

L intraparietal sulcus (interparietal sulcus) and

transverse parietal sulci

MC 20.53 0.00 2.07

L posterior ramus (or segment) of the lateral

sulcus (or fissure)

V 20.12 0.00 0.46

Brain morphometric endophenotypes selected for each brain signature along with variable loadings on that dimension or signature. For brain signature 1, all negative loadings reflect irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). healthy

controls (HCs). For brain signature 2, negative loading reflects HCs. IBS. Variable of importance to the projection (VIP) coefficients greater than 1 indicate endophenotypes that are considered particularly important for the

classification. Please note that these VIP values change for variables comprising the first component when considering the second component because of the additional variance explained.

Morphometric endophenotype indicates whether the measure was mean curvature (MC), volume (V), cortical thickness (CT), or surface area (SA). The first brain signature explained 16% of the variability, and the second

explained an additional 20% variance in classification of IBS based on morphometric phenotype data. L, Left; R, right.
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binary classification measures. The algorithm had a sensitivity of
68% and a specificity of 71%. The negative predictive value was
69%, and the positive predictive value was 70%. Overall
classification accuracy in this independent test set was 70%.
We also applied 10-fold cross-validation 100 times and leave-
one-out cross-validation on the original training set. Cross-
validation estimated that the model performance had a sensitivity
of 65%, specificity of 75%, negative predictive value of 68%, and
positive predictive value of 72%. This resulted in an overall
accuracy of 70%. Leave-one-out cross-validation indicated
a sensitivity of 65%, specificity of 74%, negative predictive value
of 68%, and positive predictive value of 71%. This also resulted in
an overall accuracy of 70%.

3.2. Correlations between morphometric brain signature
scores and clinical variables

Correlations of brain signatures with behavioral and clinical
variables in IBS were small, and none of them survived correction
for multiple correlations. However, patient reports of usual
symptom severity showed a trend for a small positive correlation
with their scores on the second multimodal morphological
signature (r (108) 5 0.20, P 5 0.036, q 5 0.072). Across IBS
and HCs, extragastrointestinal somatic symptoms across HC and

IBS were associated with the somatosensory and motor brain
signature, r (199)520.19, P5 0.007, q5 0.028. No correlations
were found between the brain signatures and state anxiety.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to determine whether a central
biological signature of IBS could be identified based on a high-
resolution structural MRI brain image. Using large-scale prepro-
cessing and analytic pipelines, a training data set, and applying
the sPLS-DA, we developed a predictive algorithm based on
multivariate morphometric metrics. We then tested the accuracy
of this predictive algorithm in an independent test sample to avoid
biased estimation. We demonstrated that 2 morphological brain
signatures discriminated female IBS subjects from HCs with an
overall predictive accuracy of 70%. The predictive accuracy
achieved with the sPLS-DA was comparable to the predictive
accuracy obtained using support vector machines and whole-
brain voxel-basedmorphometry data for discriminating HCs from
subjects with a condition often comorbid with IBS, interstitial
cystitis/bladder pain syndrome.4

4.1. Brain signatures that discriminate irritable bowel
syndrome from healthy controls

The first component or brain signature explained 16% variance
and was largely a somatosensory and motor signature given that

Figure 4. Regions comprising the brain signature 2. Using FreeSurfer, all
regions comprising the signatures are depicted on an inflated brain labeled
with the Destrieux atlas. Table 2 describes the morphological measures
(volume, cortical thickness, surface area, and/or mean curvature) of the
regions that contributed to the solutions. (A) Brain signature 2 regions: lateral
view: 41, posterior ramus of the lateral sulcus; 47, anterior segment of the
circular sulcus of the insula; 69, superior part of the precentral sulcus; 56,
intraparietal sulcus and transverse parietal sulci; 74, transverse temporal
sulcus. (B) Brain signature 2 regions: medial view: 21, lateral occipito-temporal
gyrus (fusiform gyrus); 32, subcallosal area (subcallosal gyrus).

Figure 3. Regions comprising the brain signature 1. Using FreeSurfer, all
regions comprising the signatures are depicted on an inflated brain labeled
with the Destrieux atlas. Table 2 describes the morphological measures
(volume, cortical thickness, surface, area, and/or mean curvature) of the
regions that contributed to the solutions. (A) Brain signature 1 regions: lateral
view: 4, subcentral gyrus (central operculum) and sulci; 15, middle frontal
gyrus; 28, postcentral gyrus; 29, precentral gyrus; 38, middle temporal gyrus;
45, central sulcus (Rolando fissure); 47, anterior segment of the circular sulcus
of the insula; 49, superior segment of the circular sulcus of the insula; 69,
superior part of the precentral sulcus. (B) Brain signature 1 regions: medial
view: 3, paracentral lobule and sulcus; 8, middle-posterior part of the cingulate
gyrus and sulcus (pMCC); 16, superior frontal gyrus; 66, pericallosal sulcus
(sulcus of corpus callosum); 70, suborbital sulcus (sulcus rostrales,
supraorbital sulcus).
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the most influential regions for the discrimination were precentral
and postcentral gyri and the bilateral paracentral lobule. The
paracentral lobule has been implicated in the regulation of motor
activity related to defecation and micturition and in the motor
sensory regulation of the lower extremity. This region has also
been found to show altered functional connectivity with the
midbrain in bladder pain syndrome/interstitial cystitis, a functional
disorder with frequent overlap with IBS.30 Other sensorimotor
regions included the mid-insula, subcentral gyrus (central
operculum), and sulci that connect the inferior parts of the
precentral and postcentral gyri and the middle-posterior part of
the cingulate gyrus and sulcus. Although a part of this brain
signature, regions associated with the salience network including
the anterior insula and the closely connected medial frontal and
middle temporal gyri were least influential in the discrimination.
The morphometric values of all regions comprising this signature
were higher in IBS, eg, they had higher volume, cortical thickness,
greater complexity, and/or larger surface area in IBS. Indirect
evidence from retrograde tracing studies suggests that primary
and secondary motor cortices provide input to central sympa-
thetic control regions and may therefore be able to modulate
gastrointestinal motility and secretion.45 Dysregulation of the
sympathetic nervous system activity has been demonstrated in
IBS48,61 and in other disorders of chronic pain, such as
fibromyalgia and temporomandibular disorder.46 Recent struc-
tural MRI investigations in IBS have demonstrated similar
increases in cortical thickness and volume in these sensorimotor
areas, confirming the relevance of the regions identified.28,36

Compared with the previously used parcellation based on the
LBP40 atlas, the parcellation based on the Destrieux atlas used
here provided greater resolution to identify more specific regions
within the sensorimotor, cingulate, insular, and prefrontal
cortices. Increased volume and cortical thickness in the
somatosensory and motor regions have been reported in other
chronic pain conditions including interstitial cystitis/painful
bladder syndrome,29 trigeminal neuralgia,13 migraine,11 and
temporomandibular disorders.53,54 Cortical thickening in the
primary somatosensory regions and posterior midcingulate
cortex in healthy subjects has been associated with greater
sensitivity to experimental temperature and pain stimuli.19 Recent
investigations of resting state data demonstrate an alteration in
the salience and sensorimotor networks of patients with
IBS.22,24,25 Resting state functional alterations in sensorimotor
network regions have also been noted in females with other
comorbid diseases, including vulvodynia,23 fibromyalgia,32 and
interstitial cystitis/bladder pain syndrome.30 The reported alter-
ations in these networks may mediate differences in perceptual
sensitivity to visceral stimuli between HCs and IBS. When viewed
together, the current findings support an important role of a gray
matter signature involving sensorimotor regions in discriminating
IBS from HCs.

A second independent brain signature was primarily charac-
terized by the morphometry of regions involved in sensory
(primary auditory cortex, fusiform gyrus), emotion regulation
(subgenual cingulate), dorsal attention (parietal sulci), and
salience networks (inferior frontal gyrus/anterior insula). The
primary viscerosensory cortex (posterior insula) and the primary
motor cortex (left superior precentral gyrus) were also included in
the signature but were the least influential in the discrimination of
IBS and HCs. The morphometric values of all regions comprising
this signature were higher in HCs with the exception of greater
surface area of the fusiform gyrus in IBS. Consistent with our
findings, the cortical thickness of the subgenual cingulate and the
anterior insula has been reported to be reduced in IBS compared

with HCs.28 Similar reductions have been reported in some forms
of depression.15 The subgenual cingulate is functionally and
anatomically connected to a network of regions associated with
autonomic nervous system and emotion regulation, including the
amygdala and the vagal nucleus tractus solitarius.63 The anterior
insula is one of the core regions of the salience network, and it
functions as a hub integrating information from and interacting
with brain networks including cognitive control, emotion
regulation, viscerosensory and somatosensory networks to
determine personal relevance of internal and external stimuli. In
addition, anterior insula outputs to subcortical regions play an
important role in adjusting descending pain modulation and
autonomic nervous system responses in accordance with
stimulus salience.6–9,52 Of interest, smaller anterior insula
volumes have been associated with lower rectal sensory
perception thresholds in HCs.18 Support for alterations in the
processing of auditory stimuli has been reported in IBS and other
functional pain disorders.1,2 In fact, potentiated prepulse in-
hibition and a lack of habituation to auditory stimuli suggest
enhancement of preattentive processing suggestive of hypervig-
ilance in IBS.4,31 Functional alterations in the dorsal attention
network in IBS have also been described.26,37 In sum, the current
data support the role of a multimodal brain signature comprised
by salience, sensory, and autonomic regions in discriminating IBS
from HCs.

4.2. Correlation of brain signatures with behavioral and
clinical measures

We found that associations between structural brain signatures
and symptoms, clinical, and behavioral measures were weak.
The only association that survived FDR correction was a small
correlation between scores on the somatosensory and motor
signature and nongastrointestinal somatic symptoms in HCs and
IBS. Consistent with previous observations, these findings
indicate that symptom-based measures are poorly correlated
with nonevoked morphological brain signatures. Self-reported
symptoms may show stronger relationships with measures of
structural or functional connectivity between brain regions as
previously shown.25,65 One might hypothesize that structural
brain signatures, which develop over many years, will be more
correlated with biological measures, including immune system
alterations27 rather than acute symptom severity.

4.3. Strengths and limitations

The multivariate processing pipeline used in this study made it
possible to examine not only volume and mean cortical thickness
but also additional measures including mean curvature and
surface area. No one measure emerged as sufficient for
discriminating the groups supporting this multivariate approach.
Especially important as a morphometric measure for discrimi-
nating groups was mean curvature, which represents cortical
folding and indexes complexity of gyri. This exploratory analysis,
combined with replication in an independent sample, compli-
ments previous hypothesis-driven approaches and provides new
hypotheses regarding alterations in the processing of sensori-
motor signals in patients with IBS.

Whether the observed brain signatures are specific to IBS or
generalizable to other, often overlapping, chronic pain conditions
or affective disorders remains to be tested. In the future, we hope
to achieve the sample sizes necessary to generate a multiclass
(multiple chronic pain disorders) discrimination algorithm using
the growing Pain and Interoception Imaging Network (PAIN),
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a multimodal, multisite, brain-imaging repository for chronic
somatic and visceral pain disorders (painrepository.org).38

Furthermore, this classifier has been developed in female
subjects and does not provide evidence for inferences regarding
IBS in males. To achieve an appropriately sized test and training
set, we combined data obtained using slightly different structural
acquisition parameters. Greater standardization of acquisition
protocols is certainly desirable for exact parameter estimation
and to explain the variance in gray matter. However, despite this
variability, we were still able to discriminate groups, a finding that
underscores the power of the technique.

4.4. Conclusion and possible
pathophysiological implications

Alterations in sensorimotor regions dominated the morphometry-
based classifier. Similar findings have been demonstrated in other
chronic functional pain disorders suggesting a central role of
these changes in the pathophysiology of chronic functional pain.
It remains to be determined whether these changes reflect
chronically altered signaling from the viscera to the brain, if they
are a vulnerability factor predating the onset of IBS symptoms or if
they play a primary role in symptom generation. Big data
approaches such as the MVPA provide an opportunity for new
insights into pathophysiological mechanisms in IBS. This line of
research, although still in its infancy, may provide important
information for the future identification of therapeutic targets and
for the development of tailored patient treatments. The predictive
accuracy of this morphometric classifier is certainly not sufficient
but provides support for the feasibility of this approach in
examining central mechanisms in IBS. Future studieswill examine
the utility of resting state and anatomical (white matter)
connectivity and network metrics in discriminating IBS from HCs.
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